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Draft Guidance for Industry and  1

Food and Drug Administration Staff  2
 3

4

Adaptive Designs for Medical 5

Device Clinical Studies  6
 7

This draft guidance, when finalized, will represent the Food and Drug Administration's 8
(FDA's) current thinking on this topic.  It does not create or confer any rights for or on 9
any person and does not operate to bind FDA or the public.  You can use an alternative 10
approach if the approach satisfies the requirements of the applicable statutes and 11
regulations.  If you want to discuss an alternative approach, contact the FDA staff 12
responsible for implementing this guidance.  If you cannot identify the appropriate FDA 13
staff, call the appropriate number listed on the title page of this guidance.  14

1. Introduction and Scope 15

16
An adaptive design for a medical device clinical study is defined as a clinical trial design 17

that allows for prospectively planned modifications based on accumulating study data 18

without undermining the trial’s integrity and validity.  Adaptive designs, when properly 19

implemented, can reduce resource requirements and/or increase the chance of study success.  20

This guidance provides sponsors and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) staff with 21

guidance on how to plan and implement adaptive designs for clinical studies when used in 22

medical device development programs. 23

This document addresses adaptive designs for medical device clinical trials and is 24

applicable to premarket medical device submissions including Premarket Approval 25

Applications (PMA), premarket notification (510(k)) submissions, de novo submissions 26

(Evaluation of Automatic Class III Designation), Humanitarian Device Exemption (HDE) 27

applications and Investigational Device Exemption (IDE) submissions.  This guidance can be 28
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applied throughout the clinical development program of a medical device, from feasibility 29

studies to pivotal clinical trials.  This guidance does not apply to clinical studies of 30

combination products or codevelopment of a pharmaceutical product with an unapproved 31

diagnostic test.  However, the underlying principles may be applicable to such studies. 32

FDA's guidance documents, including this guidance, do not establish legally enforceable 33

responsibilities.  Instead, a guidance document describes the Agency's current thinking on a 34

topic and should be viewed only as recommendations, unless specific regulatory or statutory 35

requirements are cited.  The use of the word should in Agency guidance means that 36

something is suggested or recommended, but not required. 37

2. What are Adaptive Designs? 38

A. Definition  39

40
An adaptive design for a medical device clinical study is defined as a clinical trial 41

design that allows for prospectively planned modifications based on accumulating study data 42

without undermining the trial’s integrity and validity.1  In nearly all situations, in order to 43

preserve the integrity and validity of a trial,  modifications should be prospectively planned 44

and described in the clinical trial protocol prior to initiation of the study. However, in some 45

specific circumstances, study modifications after the trial begins can be scientifically valid if 46

the trial design decision-makers have had no access to the outcome results by treatment.2  47

The different types of adaptive trial design modifications (e.g., changes to the study design, 48

study conduct, statistical hypotheses or analysis), as well as their advantages and limitations, 49

are discussed in Section 6. 50

                                                 
 
 
1 For the purposes of this definition, integrity refers to the credibility of the results and validity refers to being 
able to make statistically sound inferences. 
2 Knowledge of outcome results by coded treatment groups (e.g., outcomes known for treatments A and B), 
even without divulging which treatment is investigational, can undermine scientific validity. 
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B. Planning 51

52
A sound clinical study requires extensive planning, with consideration given to all 53

elements of the trial, from design to a plan for data analysis. Adaptive study design planning  54

focuses on anticipated changes that may be desirable based on the data that will be 55

accumulating during the course of the study.  With adequate preplanning, a sponsor can use 56

the study’s accumulating data to modify various aspects of the study in a scientifically valid 57

manner. 58

  However, there  is a real danger that an unplanned modification to the study may 59

weaken its scientific validity and therefore may not be approved or endorsed by FDA.  60

Sponsors should  anticipate and plan for modifications based on a variety of possible 61

scenarios that could occur during the course of the trial. 62

The following examples of adaptive modifications highlight some of the advantages 63

of prospectively-planned adaptive study designs.   64

Example 1 - A sponsor conducted a randomized trial of a novel bone graft device designed to 65

demonstrate non-inferiority to an autologous bone graft.  An optional, prospectively planned, 66

interim analysis to assess aggregate fusion outcomes (blinded (masked) by treatment group) 67

was included in the study design to permit adjustment of the sample size, if necessary. 68

69

Example 2 - A randomized non-inferiority study compared an artificial cervical disc to the 70

standard of care of anterior cervical discectomy and fusion.  Although the study was sized for 71

500 patients, a planned interim look when subject number 340 reached the 24-month follow 72

up demonstrated success.  The PMA was submitted to FDA and approved based on this 73

smaller data set.  This is referred to as “group sequential design” and, in many instances, has 74

led to shorter and smaller trials.  See Section 6.A. for more details. 75

76

Example 3 - A sponsor conducted a randomized two-arm unblinded study comparing a 77

wound-healing device to the standard of care with a primary endpoint of time to drain 78

removal.  At study initiation, there was uncertainty about the variability in the estimated 79
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difference in mean time to drain removal (i.e., the standard error of the difference), so the 80

sponsor chose to design the study to proceed until the estimated standard error for the 81

difference in mean time to drain removal reached a certain agreed-upon threshold.  As a 82

result, the study needed to be conducted only until the pre-determined amount of information 83

was acquired.  A similar approach could be taken in a study with a performance goal where 84

the standard deviation is not known at the outset.    85

C. Advantages of Adaptive Designs 86

87
An adaptive study design can have several distinct advantages when compared to an 88

unchanged (fixed) design.   89

· It can be more efficient, saving time, money, and resources.  This can occur in several 90

ways.  A trial with interim analyses could stop early for effectiveness in a preplanned 91

way.  A trial with two or more investigational arms could plan to drop one of them 92

based on accumulating data.  A trial with a preplanned interim analysis could decide 93

to stop early for futility. 94

· Adaptive designs can improve the chance of trial success by employing sample size 95

reassessment.  Based on accumulating data in the trial, planned sample size 96

reassessment could lead to an adjustment in sample size (for example, if treatment 97

effect is smaller than anticipated), converting an underpowered study likely to fail 98

into a well-designed study more likely to succeed.  This approach can salvage studies 99

otherwise likely to be unsuccessful and as a result, help facilitate the timely 100

assessment and marketing of medical devices demonstrating a reasonable assurance 101

of safety and effectiveness.   102

· It can yield an improved understanding of the effect of the investigational treatment 103

and a better understanding of benefit and risk. 104

· Adaptive design may facilitate transition from premarket to postmarket follow-up.  105

For example, a preplanned interim analysis that demonstrates favorable short-term 106

study outcomes may result in a successful marketing application with continued 107
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follow-up relegated to the post-market stage.  For further information see the Draft 108

Guidance “Balancing Premarket and Postmarket Data Collection for Devices Subject 109

to Premarket Approval.” 3  110

http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocument111

s/ucm393882.htm   112

· In some cases planned modifications can incur no cost in either sample size increase 113

or false positive error inflation provided there is a strong blind to outcomes by 114

treatment groups.  115

· Adaptive designs can enhance patient protection by increasing the probability that a 116

patient is allocated to the treatment most likely to result in a better outcome for that 117

patient.    118

· Adaptive designs can include a plan to modify the patient population during the 119

study, converting what would otherwise be a failed study to one with, for example, a 120

more targeted indication for which there are data to support both safety and 121

effectiveness.  This adaptation could help identify patients more likely to have a 122

favorable benefit-risk profile from the use of a device. 123

· Adaptive studies can improve decision-making at milestones during product 124

development or increase the chance of a successful study with the potential to 125

improve time-to-market.   126

Overall, adaptive designs may enable more timely device development decision-making 127

and therefore, more efficient investment in resources in a clinical study.  From an ethical 128

standpoint, adaptive designs may optimize the treatment of subjects enrolled in the study and 129

safeguard their welfare from ineffective or unsafe treatments and interventions at the earliest 130

possible stage. 131

                                                 
 
 
3 As of January, 2015, the reference is a draft guidance distributed for comment purposes only and therefore 
not for implementation. 

http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm393882.htm
http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm393882.htm
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D. Limitations of Adaptive Designs 132

133
The following are some of the possible limitations associated with an adaptively designed 134

study: 135

· Preplanned study design modifications can require more effort at the design stage, 136

although this investment can pay great dividends during the study conduct.  Adaptive 137

study designs that are overly complicated can be difficult to plan, cost more, and be 138

logistically difficult to carry out. 139

· If not done correctly, adaptive designs can introduce bias, making it difficult to 140

characterize the true effect of the investigational device.  See Section 8.A. for 141

additional details.  142

· A change to the study due to an adaptation may lead to results before the adaptation 143

that are not sufficiently similar to those after the adaptation; this may confound the 144

interpretation of the study results. (See Section 8.B.) 145

146

For an in-depth discussion of the various types of planned modifications or 147

adaptations, and their advantages and limitations, see Section 6. 148

E. Adaptive Studies as a Learning Paradigm  149

150
An adaptive design can allow for learning from the results of the study during its 151

course and for preplanned changes to the study based on the accumulating outcome data.  152

Such adaptation is a natural process during early feasibility studies in device development 153

but for pivotal studies and some late feasibility studies such adaptation needs to be well-154

planned.  Adaptive studies can be especially useful in the pivotal stage if there are 155

uncertainties about one or two aspects of the study.  In some cases, an adaptive design can 156

obviate the need for a feasibility study (or a second feasibility study), and instead can allow 157

the uncertainties to be scientifically addressed in an adaptive pivotal study.  Generally, an 158

adaptive study allows the planners to learn, during the study conduct, about a small number 159
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of uncertainties and make preplanned, scientifically valid changes based on accumulating 160

data while maintaining study integrity.  However, if there are numerous uncertainties, an 161

adaptive design may be difficult to plan and implement.  In such cases, it may actually be 162

more efficient and increase the overall likelihood of success to conduct one (or more) 163

additional feasibility studies to resolve some of these uncertainties before embarking on a 164

pivotal trial.   165

Medical devices are often developed in a linear fashion, i.e., feasibility followed by 166

pivotal explorations regarding clinical performance.  Early feasibility studies may have a 167

number of modifications that occur during the study, which may be unplanned.  For these 168

studies, it may not be necessary to employ statistical sample size calculations in order to 169

draw valid conclusions.  In contrast, for  some traditional (later stage) feasibility studies and 170

for most pivotal studies, robust  statistical validity is important, and unplanned modifications 171

can undermine the study’s purpose.  For more general information on pivotal clinical 172

investigations, see the FDA Guidance “Design Considerations for Pivotal Clinical 173

Investigations for Medical Devices” 174

http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/uc175

m373750.htm.   176

While most of the adaptations described in this guidance are more useful and 177

appropriate for pivotal studies, adaptive designs can apply to some late feasibility studies.  178

For example, an adaptive feasibility study could increase the statistical rigor and lead to a 179

more accurate estimate of device performance and hence enhance decision-making and the 180

likelihood of later success at the pivotal stage.  As outlined in Section 6.J., the planning of 181

adaptations at the feasibility stage can also facilitate seamless feasibility-pivotal study 182

transition.  Sponsors may be able to productively utilize information from feasibility studies 183

to help guide the appropriate design of pivotal studies, whether adaptive or not. 184

F. Study Design Changes That Are Not Adaptive  185

186
The following are examples of changes that are not adaptive:   187

http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm373750.htm
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm373750.htm
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· Any change or revision to a study design is post hoc and not adaptive if it is based on 188

unplanned findings from an interim (or final) analysis in a study where the blind 189

(mask) of outcomes by treatment groups has been broken (even if only the coded 190

treatment group outcomes).  Such modifications generally would endanger the 191

scientific validity of the study since the false positive rate is not controlled and the 192

results from such a flawed study may not be valid. 193

· Modifications based entirely on information from a source completely external to the 194

study. 195

These modifications will be discussed in detail in Section 7.B. 196

If no adaptation was performed during the course of the study that was designed to be 197

adaptive, the study would still be considered adaptive and should be analyzed according to 198

its prespecified analysis plan and be reported as such.  199

3. When to Choose an Adaptive Design 200

201
Several factors contribute to the decision of whether or not to choose an adaptive 202

design.  The most important considerations are whether an adaptive design is feasible and 203

advantageous compared to a fixed (non-adaptive or conventional) design. 204

A. When are Adaptive Designs Appropriate and When Not? 205

206
When studies enroll subjects rapidly, there may not be time to make changes to the 207

study design.  For example, if subjects are recruited quickly and reach the final follow-up at 208

virtually the same time, it may be infeasible to adapt the sample size.  In such cases sponsors 209

may consider slowing down enrollment to allow time to learn from the accumulating data 210

and make preplanned adaptations.  Adaptive designs may not be suitable for very complex 211

studies that have multiple primary endpoints or multiple secondary endpoints for claims.  212

Studies with shorter endpoints but longer recruitment times may lend themselves to 213

adaptation.  Studies in which the time to the primary endpoint evaluation is long but the 214

accrual is even longer may benefit from an adaptive design. 215
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For a fixed (non-adaptive) design, the sample size calculation is usually based on 216

assumed values of several parameters.  A basic question is how much confidence is there in 217

the choice of these parameter values?  For example, suppose the study is planned for a 218

somewhat optimistic treatment effect but the observed treatment effect is only 80% as large, 219

but it is still clinically important.  In a fixed design powered for the optimistic effect, the 220

chance of succeeding on the effectiveness endpoint is smaller than planned and may be 221

unacceptably low.  In this case the fixed design based on a more optimistic effect size would 222

likely lead to a failed study for the sponsor.  In contrast, an adaptive design planned with an 223

interim analysis to reassess the sample size could convert what would have been an 224

unsuccessful study into a successful one.  An adaptive design can guard against these 225

uncertainties by learning from accumulating data during the study. 226

B. How to Decide an Adaptive Design is Advantageous 227

 228
Given that an adaptive design is an option, there still remains the question of whether or 229

not to choose an adaptive as opposed to non-adaptive (fixed) design.  The choice of an 230

adaptive design should be considered as the sponsor plans a pivotal study.  The 231

recommendation is to select the optimal design for the particular situation, whether it is 232

adaptive or a fixed (non-adaptive) design.  In order to determine whether or not to pursue an 233

adaptive study design, it can help to select a number of realistic scenarios, some perhaps 234

optimistic and some less so.  For each scenario and a particular adaptive design, the 235

challenge is to gauge how likely each scenario is and to calculate for that design the chance 236

of success, the average size of the study, and the operating characteristics (probability of 237

Type I error and the statistical power, discussed in Section 4.A.) and contrast it with the 238

characteristics of a fixed design.  For non-adaptive designs this is usually straightforward.  239

The topic of how to calculate these quantities for adaptive designs will be discussed later, 240

using either analytical techniques or computer simulation.  Ultimately, the decision may rest 241

on the sponsor’s confidence in the anticipated parameter values and willingness to risk a 242

failed study such that a fixed design would be preferred over an adaptive one. 243
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C. Anticipated Regret 244

245
It is sometimes helpful to anticipate particular study outcomes that could lead to failure 246

so as to ask what one might have regretted in the planning.  This concept is called 247

“anticipated regret.”  For example, if a study just barely missed its objective but still had a 248

clinically important effect and in retrospect would have likely succeeded if the sample size 249

had been 15% larger, that might suggest that one should have planned for an adaptive sample 250

size design in which the sample size could be reassessed partway through the study.  The 251

ability to anticipate what one might have regretted and then plan to adapt can significantly 252

increase the likelihood of study success.  Adaptive designs that rely on anticipated regret can 253

decrease the uncertainty in studies and make them much more predictable.  Such planning 254

can be thought of as insurance against possible threats to the success of the study.  Using 255

either analytical formulas or computer simulations one can calculate the costs associated with 256

such insurance by comparing an adaptive design to a non-adaptive design.  (Simulations will 257

be discussed in Section 7.D.).  258

4. Principles for Adaptation in the Design of Clinical 259

Studies 260

 261
There are two underlying principles for the design of all clinical studies and of adaptive 262

ones in particular: (1) control of the chance of erroneous conclusions (positive and negative) 263

and (2) minimization of operational bias.4  These principles are crucial to assure that a 264

clinical study produces valid scientific evidence.  If the chance of erroneous positive 265

conclusions is unacceptably large it will be very unlikely that the results will be reproducible.  266

If the chance of erroneous negative conclusions is large, the study may fail to show the 267

                                                 
 
 
4 For the purposes of this guidance, operational bias is the bias that arises because some or all participants 
(investigators, patients, care-givers) in the study have access to study results by treatment group and this 
information has the potential to influence the ongoing operations of the study.   
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device’s true effectiveness.  In short, studies that fail to follow these principles could 268

generate evidence that is either inadequate or invalid.  In the two subsections below, these 269

principles will be further explored.   270

A. Controlling the Chance of Erroneous Conclusions 271

272
In order to assure scientific validity, a medical device clinical study should be 273

designed to control the chance of erroneous conclusions.  For example, in a superiority study 274

of a new device compared to a control, an erroneous positive conclusion would be to 275

determine that the new device is superior to the control when it is not.  The inability to 276

minimize the chance of such erroneous conclusions threatens the scientific validity of the 277

study and needs to be addressed.  An erroneous negative conclusion would be to fail to 278

determine that the new device is superior to the control when it is.  Failure to control this 279

type of error could lead to studies that provide inadequate evidence. 280

In adaptive designs, control of the rate of false positive conclusions can be a major 281

statistical challenge and inflation of this error rate can arise from various sources.  Most 282

commonly, inflation of the false positive rate occurs due to “multiplicity,” which arises when 283

the study data are examined and analyzed multiple times during the study without 284

appropriate statistical preplanning and the study is stopped at any time point where nominal 285

statistical significance appears to have been achieved.  Such multiple looks of the data 286

require a statistical adjustment to control the chance of erroneous positive conclusions.  For 287

adaptive designs there are other sources of multiplicity:  multiple endpoints, multiple 288

subgroups, multiple exposures (or dosages) or a combination of these features that could be 289

dropped or added at an interim analysis.  Another type of multiplicity would be an increase 290

in sample size at an interim analysis without any statistical adjustment; this could also lead to 291

the inability to control erroneous conclusions.  With preplanning these types of error can be 292

well controlled. 293

It is advantageous for both the sponsor and the FDA to understand the operating 294

characteristics of a study design.  The operating characteristics include the chances of false 295

positive and false negative conclusions.  The former is called the probability of a Type I (or 296
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false positive) error, where a Type I error would be to erroneously conclude that a device 297

was effective when in fact it was not.  A Type II (or false negative) error would be failing to 298

conclude that a device was effective when in fact it was.  The (statistical) power of a study is 299

the probability of correctly concluding that the device is effective and is 1 minus the 300

probability of a Type II error.   301

There are usually two approaches for evaluating the operating characteristics of 302

adaptive study designs for regulatory submissions: analytical methods and simulation 303

studies. Analytical statistical methods are often used in some frequentist adaptive study 304

designs and can provide approximate probabilities for Type I errors and for statistical power 305

for fixed and simple adaptive designs under different scenarios.  Simulations can be used to 306

obtain operating characteristics for complex frequentist and Bayesian adaptive designs.  307

Analytical methods and simulation studies could be complementary to each other in 308

evaluation of the Type I error rate and power of adaptive study designs.  In adherence to 309

regulatory practice, FDA strongly recommends sponsors control the Type I error rate and 310

maintain adequate power for all study designs. 311

B. Minimization of Operational Bias 312

313
One type of bias frequently encountered in studies with adaptive designs is the 314

operational bias (defined in footnote 5) which can arise in the conduct of the clinical study.  315

It is important that bias of all kinds be reduced or eliminated because the presence of bias can 316

distort the findings of a clinical study and undermine its scientific validity.  For example, in a 317

two-arm study, if an interim analysis is conducted resulting in an increased sample size in a 318

preplanned manner, investigators, study subjects and/or third-party evaluators may behave 319

differently, either unconsciously or subconsciously, if the existence or siz of the increase, or 320

the reason for the increase, becomes known to them.  As a consequence, bias may be 321

introduced into the clinical study.  Knowledge that the size of the study has been increased 322

may help participants to estimate the magnitude of the interim treatment effect, which in 323

turn, can then affect the ongoing conduct of the study in various ways.  If not blinded to the 324

patients’ treatment assignment, the investigator may, unintentionally and without being 325
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aware,  change the decision about whether to enroll a subject in the study or start treating the 326

subjects in the investigational treatment group in   manner that is different from that applied 327

to  subjects in the control group.  Any of these actions can then lead to operational bias.  328

Operational bias can be a significant threat to the scientific integrity of a clinical study and 329

cannot be overcome by statistical adjustments to account for its presence.  If analysts of the 330

study data have access to the unblinded results of an adaptive trial during its conduct, it is 331

vital that policies and procedures be in place to  insulate this information from the study 332

sponsor and investigators.  Furthermore, it is important to assure regulatory authorities and 333

other stakeholders that there are safeguards in place to ensure that those with legitimate 334

access to unblinded data do not share information about these data with others.  This concept 335

of operational bias and “firewalls” will be discussed in Section 9.C. of this document.   336

5. Adaptively Designed Studies without the Need to 337

Break the Blind 338

339
For a comparative study, when data blinding is unequivocally maintained, adaptations 340

based only on the demographic characteristics of the subjects at baseline and/or on the 341

aggregate outcome results do not pose any difficulty in terms of Type I error control or bias.  342

On the other hand, changes based on outcomes by treatment group (whether coded or 343

unblinded) are problematic.  In this section, “breaking the blind” means having access to the 344

outcomes by treatment groups.  It does not mean that one cannot know: 1) the demographic 345

breakdown of the groups, 2) the overall combined outcomes if there are two or more groups, 346

or 3) which subjects are assigned to which groups (as long as the outcomes by subject or by 347

group remain masked or blinded).  348

An example of an adaptation based on demographic or baseline measurements of the 349

subjects enrolled in the study would be to change the allocation rule on an individual basis to 350

obtain better balance between the control and treatment groups.  Note that this allows for 351

knowledge of which individual subjects have been assigned to different treatment groups but 352

does not allow for knowledge of any effectiveness or safety outcomes.  This is called 353
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covariate adaptive randomization; it uses accumulating baseline data in an attempt to provide 354

better balance between the two groups.   355

A classic example of adaptation based on aggregate outcomes that is widely used is to 356

power a time-to-event study or a survival study not by the number of patients in the study but 357

by the total number of clinical events.  The study continues until the desired number of 358

events has been observed.  For such studies, the exact number of subjects  cannot be planned 359

in advance.  One is using the accumulating evidence from the study in the form of the 360

aggregate results, in this case the total number of events, although the number in each of the 361

comparative groups would not be revealed in either an unblinded or coded fashion to the 362

investigators.  The knowledge of the total number of events could lead to changing the total 363

number of patients or to an extension of the duration of the study. 364

As another example of using aggregate results with multiple treatment groups without 365

breaking the blind, one could observe the pooled overall success rate and, assuming two 366

groups that differ by a hypothesized amount, infer that the original assumptions about the 367

control rate and the investigational rate cannot be valid and that a change in sample size is 368

merited.  As yet another example, it is possible to calculate the overall variance for a 369

continuous endpoint and make a sample size adjustment based on the hypothesized 370

difference in the means.   371

In the prior two examples, the required amount of aggregate information is determined in 372

advance in order to make a prospective decision and continue the study until that information 373

is obtained.   374

If the blind is maintained so that the decision-makers have no access to the outcomes by 375

coded or unblinded treatment group in the case of a comparative study or have no access to 376

(or are firewalled off from) any outcomes if the study is unblinded in a one-arm study, then 377

such adaptive designs pose no theoretical scientific difficulty.  Sponsors are encouraged to 378

consider adaptations that use baseline data and aggregate outcomes for studies that do not 379
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break the blind and it is strongly advised that such a study be conducted under an approved 380

Investigational Device Exemption, when appropriate.5  381

 While it is strongly preferred that such adaptations be preplanned at the start of the 382

study, it may be possible to make changes during the study’s conduct as well.  In such 383

instances, the FDA will expect sponsors to be able to both justify the scientific rationale why 384

such an approach is appropriate and preferable, and demonstrate that they have not had 385

access to any unblinded data (either by coded treatment groups or completely unblinded) and 386

that the data has been scrupulously safeguarded.  387

6. Adaptations Using Unblinded Data 388

389
This section considers some adaptive designs that are based on accumulating unblinded 390

results; these designs require thoughtful planning.  Sponsors are encouraged to consult with 391

FDA prior to embarking on an adaptive design, in general, and for the types of adaptations 392

that follow, in particular.  Group sequential designs, sample size adaptation, and group 393

sequential design with sample size reassessment are the most widely used.   394

A. Group Sequential Designs  395
396

Group sequential designs allow for interim analysis of the outcomes by treatment 397

group and possible early stopping for success or futility.  These designs have been relied 398

upon for many years by the statistical and the clinical trial community.  These designs 399

usually prescribe one or more planned interim looks of unblinded data with the possibility of 400

stopping the study at an interim look to declare either success or futility.  They require 401

prospective planning to determine the exact nature of the group sequential design, and 402

introduce more flexibility compared to the fixed (non-adaptive) sample size designs while 403

                                                 
 
 
5 An IDE is required when a sponsor intends to use a significant risk device in an investigation, intends to 
conduct an investigation that involves an exception from informed consent under 21 CFR 50.24, or if FDA 
notifies the sponsor that an application is required for an investigation.  21 CFR 812.20(a)(1).   
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controlling the overall Type I error rate of the study.  Group sequential studies can be 404

frequentist or Bayesian.  If the device performs better than expected and there are  sufficient 405

safety data, this adaptive design can enable early stopping for success, saving time and 406

resources.  Such designs require prespecified statistical plans that account for the interim 407

analyses and appropriate adjustments to the significance level alpha.  For example, an 408

O’Brien-Fleming plan prescribes a pre-determined fixed number of interim looks at fixed 409

times with a prescribed fraction of the significance level alpha spent at each look.  In 410

contrast, a Lan-DeMets alpha-spending approach allows for more flexibility since what is 411

specified is the function for spending alpha at various time points in the trial.  Once the 412

alpha-spending function is specified at the outset, the number of looks and their timing are 413

flexible.  If there is a real possibility that the device may perform better than expected, the 414

sponsor should consider using a group sequential design to allow for the possibility of 415

stopping for success since in a fixed design early stopping is not scientifically valid.  If a 416

sponsor believes that it is possible that a study could have results that would be so impressive 417

at an interim look that the ethical decision would be to stop the trial, then the preferred 418

approach would be to design an adaptive trial to allow for a scientifically valid interim look 419

such as in a group sequential trial.  Sponsors often find that a Data Monitoring Committee 420

(DMC) may be helpful to examine the data in a secure and confidential manner and 421

implement the group sequential design.  (DMCs are discussed in Section 9.A.) 422

A disadvantage of any group sequential study is that a sponsor needs to accept some 423

uncertainty because the accumulating data and study interim analyses will determine whether 424

the study needs to enroll the entire cohort or can be stopped early for success.  Another 425

disadvantage is the possibility of operational bias after a decision to continue at an interim 426

analysis since a trial participant could conclude that the effect size is not sufficiently large to 427

stop the study.   428

B. Sample Size Adaptation 429
430

It is a common fallacy that simply adding more subjects or samples as an extension to 431

a concluded study that has failed to meet its prespecified endpoints is a scientifically valid 432
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way to continue a clinical investigation.  Because the chance of an erroneous positive 433

conclusion is no longer well controlled, the approach of simply extending a study at the end 434

in a manner that is not prespecified is neither scientifically sound nor recommended.  In 435

contrast, an adaptive design can permit sample size reassessment and appropriately control 436

the Type I error in hypothesis testing or, correspondingly for interval estimation, the 437

confidence coefficient.  This may be accomplished through prespecified analysis after a 438

specified portion of the study has been completed to assess whether the planned sample size 439

is adequate and, if not, to increase it in prespecified manner.  Such a strategy can control the 440

chance of erroneous positive conclusions and produce scientifically valid inferences.  441

Adaptive designs using sample size reassessment (SSR) can help avoid under-442

powering studies, particularly in situations where substantial uncertainty exists concerning 443

the variance or effect size.  In a study design with a preplanned sample size reassessment, 444

one or more pre-planned interim looks are conducted to potentially adjust the sample size 445

according to the comparison of the unblinded treatment group results.  This is in contrast to 446

blinded sample size reassessment that was considered in Section 5.  It is crucial that the 447

discussion concerning the clinically important effect size occurs during the study planning 448

stage and not after outcome data are available.  As a result, an adaptive SSR study design is 449

not intended to fix or salvage an already failed study, but instead can help prevent a failed 450

study from occurring in the first place.  Specifically, study planners should ask the 451

anticipated regret question about the impact of a smaller effect size at the planning stage and 452

incorporate a realistic, rather than overly optimistic, assessment of the investigational 453

device’s performance into their study planning. 454

There are a number of statistical techniques for the SSR.  Some methodologies use 455

conditional power and others predictive probability.  SSR can be done in a simple study 456

with a single interim analysis or it can be performed more than once at pre-specified times 457

during the study.  It is recommended that the sponsor and FDA reach agreement prior to 458

study initiation on the study sample size needed to demonstrate the minimal clinically 459

important difference (MCID) in treatment effect.  The decision concerning whether a 460

smaller effect is clinically important should be made at the outset and not influenced by the 461
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interim study effectiveness results.  In planning a sample size reassessment, careful 462

consideration should be given to the reassessment time point(s).  If reassessment is 463

performed too late, it may be inefficient; if it is done too early, it may produce an 464

inaccurate or variable result based on relatively few patients.  Analytical calculations or 465

computer simulations performed under different scenarios can help guide the choice of 466

optimal point(s) for the reassessment.  (See Section 7.D. for more discussion on 467

simulations.)  The control of Type I error rate will depend on the sample size adjustment 468

methodology employed and the preplanned analysis that is used to combine the data from 469

before and after the adaptation.  In some circumstances, if the primary endpoint takes a 470

long time to observe (such as a two-year endpoint), the sample size adaptation may be 471

ineffective.  For such cases, sample size adaptation could instead be based on surrogate or 472

intermediate endpoints known to be associated with the primary endpoint.  For more 473

information on the use of surrogate and intermediate endpoints is discussed in the draft 474

guidance “Expedited Access for Premarket Approval Medical Devices Intended for Unmet 475

Medical Need for Life Threatening or Irreversibly Debilitating Diseases or Conditions,”6 476

(http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/uc477

m393879.htm).  The use of a Bayesian model that learns from the accumulating data of the 478

surrogate or intermediate endpoint as well as the final endpoint is one statistical approach 479

and is discussed in the next subsection.   480

In some cases, sample size reassessment is preferable to a group sequential design.    481

Sample size reassessment is usually relatively more efficient when the increase in sample 482

size is small.  If at the interim a large increase in sample size is required, then regardless of 483

the statistical methodology chosen, SSR is extremely inefficient and a better strategy would 484

have been to construct a group sequential design with some more realistic expectations about 485

the size of the treatment effect.  While the effect size is unknown at the start, if the expected 486

range is narrow, a sample size reassessment strategy might make more sense. 487

                                                 
 
 
6 As of January, 2015, the reference is a draft guidance distributed for comment purposes only and therefore 

http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm393879.htm
http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm393879.htm
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C. Bayesian Sample Size Adaptation 488

489
Most Bayesian designs include sample size adaptation, since several factors that 490

determine the sample size of a Bayesian trial, such as effect size, variability of the sample, 491

and amount of prior information borrowed, are often not known at the design stage.  Sample 492

size decreases as the effect size and the amount of prior information borrowed increases and 493

it increases as variability of the sample increases. 494

When Bayesian hierarchical models are used to combine data from a current study with 495

prior data, the amount of prior information borrowed is unknown before the start of the study 496

and will depend on the similarity between the current study data and prior data, which is 497

learned as data from the current trial accumulates.  Whether there are prior data or not, a 498

Bayesian trial design can often include a mathematical model that predicts a final clinical 499

endpoint from earlier measurements.  In that case, predictability will depend on the 500

correlation between the earlier measurements and the final outcome and that correlation is 501

not known at the design stage.  All these factors are learned as data accumulate and the 502

sample size is adjusted as information is gathered.   503

In other cases, where a mathematical model relating results obtained in the course of the 504

trial with the primary endpoint can be constructed and then its parameters estimated using 505

accumulating data, the results can be used to predict the primary endpoint.  The better the 506

prediction, the smaller the required sample size and a well-designed Bayesian study should 507

be planned in a way that the sample size is adjusted as information accumulates.  As noted 508

above, this idea is referenced in the draft guidance document “Expedited Access for 509

Premarket Approval Medical Devices Intended for Unmet Medical Need for Life 510

Threatening or Irreversibly Debilitating Diseases or Conditions.”7 511

                                                                                                                                                       
 
 
not for implementation. 
7 As of January, 2015, the reference is a draft guidance distributed for comment purposes only and therefore 
not for implementation. 
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(http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm3512

93879.htm) 513

Preplanned Bayesian adaptive designs could include interim analyses for sample size 514

adaptation, for early trial success, and for futility.  At the interim analyses, predictive 515

probabilities of trial success would be calculated based on data accumulated thus far.  If the 516

probability is sufficiently high (above a pre-specified value), the trial may stop for early 517

success; if the probability is too low (below a pre-specified value), the trial may stop for 518

futility; and if in between, it may warrant continuation with (or without) termination of 519

recruiting if above (or below) yet another pre-specified value.  Simulations are needed to 520

determine reasonable thresholds for these actions. 521

A Bayesian adaptive design generally requires simulations for assessment of its operating 522

characteristics; the performance of the design depends on preselected parameter values.  523

Simulations are used to determine the threshold values of predictive probabilities to stop for 524

early success, futility, or for stopping recruitment of new patients.  For more information on 525

how to conduct such simulations, see Section 7.D. on simulation and for a more detailed 526

discussion, refer to FDA “Guidance on the Use of Bayesian Statistics in Medical Device 527

Clinical Trials.” 528

http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm0529

71072.htm  530

D. Group Sequential Designs with Sample Size Reassessment  531

532
A common adaptive design combines a group sequential design with interim looks, not 533

only to stop early for success but also to re-assess the sample size and to increase it 534

according to a pre-specified plan.  Such designs, while more complicated, offer additional 535

advantages in certain studies.  536

E. Dropping a Treatment Arm  537

538

http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm393879.htm
http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm393879.htm
http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm071072.htm
http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm071072.htm
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In a study in which there is more than one experimental arm, one may plan to drop 539

one of these experimental arms during the course of the study based on poor effectiveness 540

performance.  Dropping such an arm can increase study efficiency and focus resources on 541

aspects of the study most likely to prove beneficial and successful.   542

543

F. Changing the Randomization Ratio  544

545
An adaptive randomization plan that allows for a change in the randomization ratio 546

between the control and treatment arms in a two-arm study based on treatment outcomes is 547

called treatment response adaptive randomization.  Treatment response adaptive 548

randomization can mitigate ethical concerns by reducing the probability that a patient will be 549

exposed to products that are less effective or less safe.  It can improve study efficiency (e.g. a 550

Bayesian approach that adapts based on sufficiency of information from the control arm).  551

Such adaptive designs can enhance patient protection by planned allocation to the treatment 552

that, during the course of the study, is found to be either more effective or safer.  Treatment 553

response adaptive randomization can sometimes lead to slightly larger studies but could 554

facilitate investigator and patient enrollment. 555

G. Changing the Hypothesis (Claim) 556

557
It is possible to plan a study to investigate both the superiority and the non-inferiority 558

of a new treatment to an active control.  Two different strategies may be used: one is to plan 559

the study as a superiority trial and have a fallback hypothesis of non-inferiority; the other is 560

to plan (and size) the study originally as non-inferiority but allow for an investigation of 561

superiority.   562

A superiority study designed to investigate non-inferiority in the event that the 563

superiority hypothesis fails should be prospectively planned; in particular, the non-inferiority 564

margin should be prespecified and agreed upon in advance before any unblinding.  565
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Additionally, a prospective plan could incorporate sample size reassessment with the change 566

in claim.   567

Generally if the original plan is for non-inferiority, investigating superiority is 568

possible without additional preplanning since the superiority margin is already prespecified.   569

However, study planners may wish to incorporate a preplanned interim assessment and 570

prespecified sample size reassessment in case mid-course results are sufficiently promising 571

that a superiority claim may be within reach; such adaptations must be prespecified.   572

H. Adaptive Enrichment 573

574
Another type of adaptive design is one that plans to investigate, using unblinded data, 575

at one or more interim looks, pre-specified patient subgroups that might have differing 576

responses to the experimental device.  Such analyses could be used in a preplanned way to 577

modify the inclusion/exclusion criteria after an interim analysis.  For example, suppose that it 578

was anticipated that there may be a differential effect due to a demographic factor such as 579

sex.  Then at a preplanned interim look, the difference could be assessed and the trial 580

potentially modified to include only men or women from that point onwards.  Another type 581

of adaptation would be to incorporate a sample size reassessment to ensure that a claim may 582

be possible for both men and women in the case where the interim data suggest that the two 583

groups should not be pooled.  Preplanned methods could also change the sample size based 584

on the decision to narrow the population indication.  In all cases it is important that the 585

chance of erroneous findings (the overall probability of a Type I error) be well-controlled in 586

a prospective manner.   587

I. Planning to Adapt Based on the Total Information  588

589
For this novel type of design, the stopping rule is based on the amount of information 590

in the unblinded data and this information is usually measured in terms of the variance of the 591

primary endpoint.  Because there is no allowance to stop early, there is also no penalty 592

associated with repeated looks.  For example, the decision about when to stop could be based 593
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on the estimated standard error of the mean for the difference between means of the 594

investigational and control groups.  Typically, this would correspond to stopping when a 595

fixed confidence interval width for the difference has been achieved.  This total information 596

approach safeguards against the misspecification of the parameters that one might have in a 597

fixed design study.  The study is always correctly powered, and there is no statistical penalty 598

for looking early.  This design does not suffer from the problem of the fixed study design, 599

which sometimes is too large and other times not large enough; in fact, it can guarantee that a 600

study is always “right-sized.”  This approach could be particularly helpful in some one-arm 601

studies and some studies for diagnostic devices. 602

In this design it is important to meticulously abide by the prespecified stopping rule.   603

Intentionally overrunning the sample size can result in a variance that is smaller than agreed 604

upon, and a misalignment of statistical significance and the MCID.  As a result, statistical 605

significance may be established that may not demonstrate clinical importance.  Also, whereas 606

this total information approach does control the Type I error rate, it would no longer to do so 607

in the case of an overrun.  (In that way, it is similar to the study extension that was discussed 608

in Section 6.B.)   609

J. Adaptation of the Device or Endpoint 610

611
Preplanned device or endpoint adaptations are rare for pivotal studies.  On the other 612

hand unplanned changes to the device or the endpoint are quite common in feasibility 613

studies, especially early feasibility ones.  For unplanned changes to the device or to the 614

endpoint, see Section 7.C.  For planned changes, study planners are advised to prespecify the 615

changes (or anticipated types of changes) and account for them in a prespecified statistical 616

plan with appropriate consultation with the FDA in advance.   617

K. Seamless Studies 618

619
Device development and evaluation plans may include a feasibility investigation that 620

smoothly transitions to a pivotal study in a preplanned manner, if no significant changes to 621
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the device or study are made.  In such cases, all data may be included in the final analysis.  622

Prospective study planning to combine the feasibility and pivotal study phases should occur 623

before the feasibility data are accessed in an unblinded manner; the plan needs to control  the 624

overall Type I error for the combined two studies.  625

7. Special Considerations 626

627

A. Changes to Pivotal Clinical Studies that are Not Preplanned 628
Using Blinded Data 629

630
Under certain circumstances, a number of scientifically valid changes to the study 631

design can be entertained even if they are not preplanned.  Such changes typically require 632

sufficient planning and complete masking of the outcome results by treatment group, such 633

that no one representing the sponsor (or the FDA) has access to the coded or unblinded 634

outcome results by treatment group.  A major advantage of conducting a study where the 635

outcome by coded or unblinded treatment groups are fastidiously guarded is that changes to 636

the study based entirely on outside information can be reasonably entertained.  For example, 637

if only an independent statistician and the Data Monitoring Committee (DMC) had access to 638

the outcomes by coded or unblinded treatment groups and the sponsor could provide 639

evidence that the results were limited to only those people, the sponsor or the Steering 640

Committee could propose scientifically valid modifications to the design of the study based 641

on information entirely from outside the study.  Note that those with access to the outcome 642

data by treatment group, including the DMC, are not appropriate groups to propose or 643

provide input concerning study revisions.  The discussion of “firewalls” to prevent 644

inappropriate disclosure of information is discussed further in Section 9.C.  Unplanned study 645

changes under appropriate circumstances are scientifically viable and should be discussed 646

with FDA for approval before implementation.     647
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B. Changes to Pivotal Clinical Studies that are Not Preplanned with 648
Unblinded Data 649

650
If outcome results are not blinded or masked (as in an open label study), study design 651

changes become problematic due to the fact that the scientific integrity of the study may be 652

endangered.  Sponsors are strongly encouraged not to implement such changes and to meet 653

with FDA if such changes are being considered. 654

In general, any proposed modification to the protocol or the Statistical Analysis plan will 655

be problematic if it will affect the validity of the data or information generated in the study or the 656

scientific soundness of the plan. 657

For a study that requires an IDE, if the change or modification affects the validity of the 658

data or information, the patient benefit-risk relationship, the scientific soundness of the plan, the 659

rights, safety, or welfare of the subjects, or represents a device/manufacturing change that is a 660

significant change in the design or basic principles of operation, then an IDE Supplement is 661

required; otherwise a 5-day notice suffices.  662

Changes to essential device functionality based on data should be limited to feasibility 663

studies, if at all possible. There are limitations to the extent of allowable device changes for a 664

pivotal study, as significant device modifications can undermine the scientific validity of the 665

pivotal trial data and the legitimacy of combining pre- and post-device modification data.  666

Sponsors are encouraged to engage the Agency regarding possible fundamental device 667

modifications during a study, as delayed disclosure of device modifications can lead to longer 668

review times and lower likelihood of study success.  Additional complexity is introduced by 669

“evolving” device modifications (e.g. an evolving algorithm) that may be more appropriate for a 670

feasibility than a pivotal study.  For example, the use of pivotal study data to assess, modify, and 671

finalize an algorithm for a diagnostic device may raise concern for biased performance due to 672

over-fitting.  In contrast, this approach may be acceptable if the finalization of the algorithm was 673

a preplanned adaptation (for example, the choice of the threshold) with a prespecified analysis 674

plan that adequately controls the Type I error rate.  When determining whether pooling of data 675

from different device versions is acceptable, an analysis as to whether there is homogeneity 676
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between the outcomes (both safety and effectiveness) for the different versions of the device, as 677

discussed more broadly in Section 8.B., is critical.   678

C. Simulations in Planning an Adaptive Design 679

680
Computer simulations can play a crucial role in adaptive designs and can provide the 681

operating characteristics of the study design under different scenarios.  The simulations can 682

evaluate different scenarios with a variable number and timing of the interim analyses and 683

can be used to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of different adaptive designs or an 684

adaptive design compared to a non-adaptive (fixed) design.  Simulations can provide insights 685

into required samples sizes, operating characteristics, and interrelationships between trial 686

design choices and patient characteristics that cannot easily be obtained in other ways. 687

Computer simulations used in planning adaptive study designs have limitations.  688

First, their utility and quality are dependent on the ability to model realistic scenarios.  689

Second, programming mistakes by the sponsor in the simulation software code, which may 690

be difficult to detect, can lead to poor study design choices.  Third, complex study designs, 691

such as those that involve multiple endpoints or a complicated null hypothesis boundary may 692

be difficult to perform.  Fourth, the simulations for an adaptive design are often dependent on 693

the anticipated study subject accrual rate; therefore, the simulations should consider a variety 694

of possible accrual patterns. 695

D. Adaptive Designs for Safety Endpoints  696

697
While many adaptive study designs focus on the effectiveness endpoint, it is also 698

possible to design adaptive clinical studies for safety endpoints.  For example, an adaptive 699

design could be developed to demonstrate that a device had an overall serious adverse event 700

rate of less than 5%.  Specifically, a group sequential approach could be used to allow for 701

one or more interim looks and an early study termination if the serious adverse event rate 702

was much less than 5%.  Alternatively, one could develop a stopping rule that would 703

terminate the study if there were no adverse events in a prespecified number of patients but 704
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would allow for continuation to a later stage with one or more events.  The preplanned rule 705

would need to demonstrate that it controlled the chance of the erroneous conclusion that the 706

serious adverse event rate was at least 5%. 707

E. Adaptive Designs for Open-Label Randomized Studies  708

709
Unlike drug trials, many scientifically valid medical device studies are not, or cannot, 710

be masked.  For example, the medical device may have visible parts or treatment features 711

(e.g., electrical stimulation) that can make it obvious to the patient and the medical staff that 712

a device is being used.  While in some cases, patients, third-party assessors, or even the 713

health care provider can be masked, there are many instances where this is not possible.  714

Studies where masking does not occur are called “open-label.” 715

Using an adaptive design for an open-label study presents additional difficulties 716

because operational bias can be introduced when patients or trial personnel know the 717

treatment assignment and either consciously or subconsciously change how they behave.  718

This potential for bias is not unique to adaptive trials but rather is true of open-label studies, 719

in general. 720

The importance of pre-specified adaptations is paramount for open-label studies that 721

incorporate an adaptive design.  At the design stage, every effort should be made to spell out 722

in detail all possible intended changes and the corresponding adaptations with appropriate 723

operating characteristics checked.  For example, for a classical group sequential design, 724

before the start of the trial, one should clearly pre-specify in the protocol the number and 725

timing of the interim analyses, and the corresponding alpha-spending function.  Although 726

such pre-specification may not address the problem of operational biases in an open-label 727

trial, a pre-specified protocol greatly reduces the possibility of unplanned changes being 728

made based on interim trial findings.  Unplanned modifications that were not anticipated 729

during the planning stages can be problematic if they occur during the course of the open 730

label study. 731
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F. Adaptive Designs for Observational Comparative Studies 732

733
Adaptive designs may also be used in studies designed with an historical or non-734

randomized concurrent control.  Typically, a comparison is conducted of baseline covariates 735

in the treatment group compared to the control group.  In an adaptive design, such a 736

comparison should be prespecified and performed in a manner such that the personnel who 737

conduct the comparability evaluation are blinded/masked to outcomes of all arms.  If the 738

comparability evaluation indicates that the control group is not comparable to the treatment 739

group with the investigational device, a change or modification to the control group may be 740

possible.  Even if the control group is appropriate, the sample size and power estimation 741

could be reevaluated and modified as long as unblinded access to the outcome data has not 742

occurred.    743

G. Adaptive Designs for One-Arm Studies without a Control 744

745
Although every effort should be made to conduct a randomized concurrent controlled 746

trial when possible, sometimes a medical device trial will compare the treatment arm to a 747

performance goal because it is not ethical or feasible to have a placebo (sham) device or an 748

active comparator device serve as the control arm.  Although there are additional biases 749

(including operational bias) that may be introduced by a one-arm study, a pre-specified 750

adaptive design may still be possible.  To control the operational bias, the knowledge of the 751

outcome data by treatment group (unblinded or coded) should be carefully restricted.  A log 752

of all incoming subjects (including those not included in the study) to each clinical site can 753

help to reduce possible manipulation of the trial findings.  754

H. Additional Considerations for Diagnostic Devices  755

756
While issues discussed in other sections of this guidance also apply generally to 757

diagnostic medical devices, there are some unique issues with adaptive study designs for 758

diagnostic devices. A thorough discussion of general design considerations can be found in 759
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the FDA “Guidance on Design Considerations for Pivotal Clinical Investigations for Medical 760

Devices” 761

http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/uc762

m373750.htm and would be useful to review if considering an adaptive design for a 763

diagnostic device.  Diagnostic performance is often evaluated using estimation or confidence 764

interval approaches rather than hypothesis testing.  The adaptive design methods described 765

above can be translated into appropriate confidence intervals for diagnostic studies.  As noted 766

in Section I, this guidance does not apply to clinical studies of combination products or co-767

development of a pharmaceutical product with an unapproved diagnostic test.  However, the 768

underlying principles may be applicable to such studies.  769

Unlike studies of therapeutic devices where study completion may be challenged by 770

slow enrollment or long follow-up times, many clinical performance studies of diagnostic 771

devices are cross-sectional, in which enrollment is rapid and follow-up is not required.  Thus, 772

in some cases, the rationale for pursuing an adaptive study for a therapeutic device may not 773

be relevant for a study of a diagnostic device.   774

Nevertheless, because diagnostic devices are heterogeneous in scope, there may be 775

circumstances where an adaptive design is advantageous.   776

I. Adaptation to prevalence and the entire disease spectrum 777

778
Studies may be designed to be adaptive to the prevalence of the disease in the study.  779

For example, disease prevalence could be monitored using an established clinical reference 780

standard rather than the investigational device, until the requisite numbers of diseased and 781

non-diseased subjects are enrolled.   782

In some diagnostic device studies, the frequency of certain critical subgroups may be 783

less than expected; a prospective adaptive study can use a planned interim look to assess and 784

adapt to assure appropriate subgroup representation.  Such adaptations could entail the 785

addition of new clinical sites to obtain a different patient mix, e.g., adding a family practice 786

http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm373750.htm
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm373750.htm
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rather than a specialty clinic if more patients with early stage disease are sought.  If the group 787

making decisions about the adaptation is unblinded only to the clinical reference standard8  788

results, no correction for confidence level is needed.  A similar approach can be used when 789

device performance is being estimated by hypothesis testing.  As always, pre-specification 790

and careful documentation of procedures to maintain the necessary blinding is recommended 791

(See Section 10.C.).   792

J. Blinded Sample Size Reassessment Based on Interim Estimates 793
for the Comparator 794

795
Some diagnostic device studies are designed to compare a new, investigational 796

diagnostic (or a marketed diagnostic for a new indication) to an already cleared or approved 797

device.  In some cases, an adaptive study design may increase study efficiency and the 798

likelihood of success by prespecifying an interim analysis and potential sample size 799

adjustment.  For example, if the study or intended use population has a different prevalence 800

from that of the population previously studied, a study adaptation may assure that there are a 801

sufficient number of  subjects  with the target condition of interest.  With appropriate pre-802

specifications and well-documented blinding, such an adaptation would not require statistical 803

multiplicity adjustments in the calculation of confidence intervals.  However, if the rationale 804

for increasing the sample size is performance-based and not pre-specified, a multiplicity 805

adjustment may be required to maintain scientific integrity of the study.   806

Other adaptive designs for studies evaluating diagnostic devices are feasible, some of 807

which may require an adjustment to the confidence interval or Type I error rates.     808

K. Adaptation and Staged Designs  809

810

                                                 
 
 
8 The clinical reference standard is defined for this guidance as the best available method for 
establishing a subject’s true status with respect to a target condition; please refer to FDA 
Guidance “Design Considerations for Pivotal Clinical Investigations for Medical Devices.” 
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For some IDE submissions, FDA may approve the number of subjects in a staged 811

manner as described in FDA Guidance “FDA Decisions for Investigational Device 812

Exemption (IDE) Clinical Investigations.”  813

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocu814

ments/ucm279107.pdf   815

The staged approval of an IDE allows the FDA to grant IDE approval or approval 816

with conditions for a portion of the intended study cohort.  This allows timely study initiation 817

with an opportunity for an evaluation of the safety of the early subjects in the study before 818

exposing a large number of subjects to the investigational device.  An adaptive study design 819

could also allow for prespecified study modifications based on the accumulating 820

effectiveness results, as long as interim effectiveness results by treatment group remain 821

masked to those responsible for the study design modifications. 822

8.  Two Principles in the Analysis of Data from 823

Adaptive Designs  824

While previous sections focused on the importance of prospective planning during the 825

design phase of adaptive studies to control the risk of operational bias and erroneous 826

conclusions, this section considers  the specific challenges of analysis of data from 827

adaptively designed studies; however,  a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this 828

guidance.   829

A. Bias Control in the Estimates 830

831
Even when the Type I error rate is well controlled, estimators of treatment effect for 832

adaptive designs are frequently biased.  For example, in a group sequential design, if the 833

stopping boundary is crossed and the study is stopped at the interim for success, the naïve 834

(point) estimate of the treatment effect is upwardly biased, even though the overall Type I 835

error rate of the study is controlled.  The same type of bias occurs in many confidence 836

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm279107.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm279107.pdf
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intervals.  In some cases the amount of bias can be estimated by simulation.  Efforts to adjust 837

for this bias can be prospectively planned in the Statistical Analysis Plan. 838

B. Homogeneity of Results after a Modification 839

840
Studies that undergo modifications during their conduct, whether planned or unplanned, 841

should be analyzed to determine whether there are detectable differences in study 842

participants, investigational device performance, study outcomes, or other important study 843

aspects before and after the study modifications.  Some adaptations might be expected to 844

result in changes (e.g., when there is a change in the population of interest).  In other cases, a 845

difference before and after might be observed when no difference was expected or desired.  846

Such a result may be an indication of study operational bias and can undermine the scientific 847

validity and interpretation of the study.  848

9.  Challenges of Adaptive Studies 849

A. Data Monitoring Committees  850

Data Monitoring Committees (DMCs) play an important role in protecting the safety 851

of trial participants.  In some cases, the DMC may be prospectively selected as the 852

appropriate entity to implement all prespecified study adaptation decisions.  Even in cases 853

where another entity is charged with the logistics of the adaptation, the DMC is tasked with 854

safeguarding the trial participants and should monitor their safety during the adaptive trial.  855

The DMC should be appropriately constructed to assure that its members possess the 856

necessary expertise and experience for an adaptive study design, if such adaptations are part 857

of the study plan.  In cases where adaptations are based on interim analyses of unmasked 858

outcomes, robust prespecified and well-documented procedures must be in place before 859

initiation of the clinical trial or review of the data.  Critical aspects include but are not 860

limited to: (1) assurance of a robust “firewall” for managing access to unblinded interim 861

data/analysis since DMC interactions with a sponsor have the potential to adversely impact 862
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study integrity and (2) the shielding of investigators and study participants as much as 863

possible from knowledge of the adaptive changes that are implemented.  The DMC charter 864

should include a complete description of standard operating procedures relating to 865

implementation of the adaptive design protocol.  The protocol should state the role of the 866

DMC, with particular emphasis on how the DMC will be involved in the conduct/analysis of 867

the adaptation.  A clarification on whether or not a DMC will review any interim analyses 868

and who will conduct the adaptation of the design should be provided.     869

While the use of the DMC to manage the adaptations during an adaptive design 870

clinical trial may be an acceptable option, a sponsor may instead consider assigning the 871

responsibility for decision-making related to use of the adaptation to an independent 872

statistician, a contract research organization, or some other clinical trial body.  In any case, 873

the underlying validity and integrity of the study depends on study adaptation decision-874

making and implementation and must always be paramount when planning the construct of 875

these studies.   876

Although the DMC may be tempted to recommend changes to the adaptive design or 877

to the fundamental study type (e.g., from a fixed study to an adaptive one) during study 878

conduct, once the DMC has access to coded or unmasked outcomes, such recommendations 879

can imperil the scientific integrity of the study.  Fundamentally, the DMC is tasked to protect 880

the subjects in the study and should always act accordingly to protect the subjects in the trial.   881

B. Institutional Review Boards  882

Institutional Review Board (IRB) oversight (21 CFR part 56) is an important 883

component of assuring that human research subjects receive adequate protections before and 884

during study conduct.  There are several steps that study sponsors can take in advance of 885

initiating an adaptive clinical study that can minimize or avoid critical IRB-related delays 886

during the study. 887
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As an initial step when seeking IRB approval, sponsors should clearly describe the 888

adaptive nature of the study and provide an informed consent document that accurately 889

reflects the study’s risks and meets other informed consent requirements.  Potential planned 890

adaptations should be described to the IRB and sponsors are encouraged to clearly articulate 891

the circumstances under which protocol amendments will be submitted to the IRB for 892

review. 893

An IRB’s familiarity with adaptive design clinical studies may impact the efficiency 894

with which they are able to review such studies and study modifications.  For example, some 895

IRBs may require the resubmission of the study protocol for full board review when an 896

adaptation is made.  If prespecified adaptations were not disclosed to the IRB during the 897

initial approval process, the sponsor risks critical IRB-related delays that can hinder study 898

progress.  Failure to disclose the adaptive nature of the study and its associated risks in the 899

initial informed consent document may result in an IRB-mandated reconsenting of study 900

subjects or subject notification related to the study modifications or identified risks.  901

Advanced planning and good communication with the IRB can mitigate these 902

potential IRB-related issues.  903

C. Techniques to Minimize Operational Bias  904
Operational bias is a major concern in adaptive designs.  It can exist even in the 905

group sequential setting.  In general, to reduce operational bias in studies with adaptive 906

designs, one should limit the access to outcomes by coded or unblinded treatment groups.  907

One way to do that is to set up “firewalls” that guarantee that such data are restricted only to 908

those for whom it is absolutely essential.  This is required if the sponsor wishes to retain the 909

ability to suggest scientifically valid changes to the design during the course of the study.  In 910

addition, to limit operational bias and depending on the type of adaptation, it is 911

recommended that the precise details of the adaptation algorithm be removed from the 912

protocol and placed in a separate detailed Statistical Analysis Plan for the adaptive design.  913

This can help maintain the scientific integrity of the study and reduce the ability of study 914
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observers to “reverse engineer” the interim study results based on knowledge of the 915

adaptation protocol.   916

Several examples illustrate the importance of avoiding operational bias.  In a study 917

with a pre-specified sample size reassessment, someone with knowledge of the sample size 918

adjustment protocol and the sample size adjustment may be able to easily calculate the 919

observed treatment effect at the time of adaptation.  In a study with an adaptive 920

randomization ratio, the relative performance in each treatment arm can be inferred with 921

knowledge of the protocol and observed study modification.  Even in a classical adaptive 922

design such as a group sequential one, biases could be introduced through inference that a 923

large treatment effect was not observed, since the study continues to the next stage instead of 924

stopping at the interim analysis.   925

Although one cannot completely eliminate such information leakage, extra care 926

should be given to control the information released so that only those who have absolute 927

necessity know about the trial modification.  For example, if the study sample size is 928

increased after the interim analysis, clinical study site personnel can continue to enroll 929

subjects and be notified that the final enrollment number has not been reached.  In addition, 930

the protocol could specify a categorized sample size change instead of a precisely calculated 931

change to make the back calculation less informative.  When a centralized randomization 932

mechanism is used, each clinical site can be notified of the treatment assignment for the next 933

subject rather than being notified of the randomization ratio change.  For a group sequential 934

trial, not all principal investigators need to know that an interim analysis has been performed 935

and a decision has been made to continue the trial to the next stage.  A seamless analysis 936

performed in the background ensures the study follows the protocol and minimizes the bias 937

associated with the interim analysis.  Similarly, for a trial with an adaptive selection of 938

primary endpoints or an adaptive change of hypotheses, assuming all needed variables are 939

collected according to the pre-planned protocol, the decision of the change does not need to 940

be communicated to each clinical site.  941
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In the conduct of an adaptive design, an effective and well-documented firewall 942

increases the likelihood that trial modifications will be scientifically valid, maintain integrity 943

of the data and trial, and be acceptable for regulatory purposes.   944

D. Logistical Challenges  945

The conduct of an adaptive clinical study creates several logistical challenges.  A robust 946

infrastructure is needed to ensure that the adaptive design is implemented appropriately.  All 947

parties that will be involved in the management and implementation of the study should have 948

a thorough understanding of the principles of adaptive design.  Efficient and reliable data 949

management must be a priority.  Mid-course changes to the sample size may create 950

challenges regarding the timely availability of a sufficient number of investigational devices.  951

A robust and comprehensive set of standard operating procedures to ensure that the outcome 952

results remain sufficiently blinded or masked is also required.   953

10. Regulatory Considerations 954

A. Interactions with FDA  955

FDA is committed to timely evaluation of clinical study protocols through its IDE 956

program.  Sponsor - FDA interactions and communication are the best and most efficient 957

ways to assure that the Agency understands the sponsor’s plans and device development 958

strategy and that sponsors understand FDA’s recommendations regarding maximizing study 959

efficiency and chances for success.   960

Although a study sponsor may directly submit an IDE for Agency evaluation, the 961

likelihood of success is increased through interactions with the relevant FDA review division 962

and statistical staff during the study planning phase.  These “presubmission” meetings are 963

intended to promote dialogue and interactive exchange of perspectives and allow sponsors to 964

obtain clarity with respect to FDA expectations for a pivotal adaptive design clinical study.   965
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      The Guidance for Industry and FDA Staff entitled: “Requests for Feedback on Medical 966

Device Submissions: The Pre-Submission Program and Meetings with Food and Drug 967

Administration Staff “ (February 18, 2014) 968

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDo969

cuments/UCM311176.pdf outlines the procedures that sponsors can follow when seeking 970

FDA’s feedback on specific questions relating to a proposed adaptive design clinical study.   971

Sponsors can use this pre-submission program to obtain Agency feedback on both 972

investigational studies of significant risk (SR) devices as defined in 21 CFR 812.3 (which 973

require FDA approval of an IDE application) as well as studies of non-significant risk (NSR) 974

devices (which require only IRB oversight) or device studies that will be conducted outside 975

of the United States (OUS).  For studies of SR devices conducted in the U.S., the adaptive 976

design clinical study protocol, including the statistical analysis plan, will be recorded within 977

the approved IDE and/or subsequent IDE supplements.  In the case of certain NSR and OUS 978

device studies, sponsors may choose to submit the final version of the study protocol as a 979

presubmission, which incorporates Agency feedback obtained from the pre-submission, but 980

are not required to do so.  Such documentation may assist in assuring a mutual understanding 981

of the proposed study by the sponsor and FDA.   982

During the course of the conduct of an adaptive design clinical study involving a SR 983

device, FDA should be informed of any deviations from the planned adaptive process and/or 984

procedures for maintaining study integrity in a timely fashion.  9FDA should also be made 985

aware of any breeches of the study firewall that was established and described in the 986

approved investigational protocol. 987

                                                 
 
 
9 Please refer to 21 CFR 812.30, which describes when these changes must be submitted in 
an IDE Supplement.   

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/UCM311176.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/UCM311176.pdf
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B. Sponsor Monitoring  988

Sponsors are advised to have a risk-based  monitoring plan in place which focuses on 989

specific aspects of adaptive studies that are of particular importance and may not be present 990

in traditional (non-adaptive) trial designs.  FDA has issued a guidance document entitled 991

“Guidance for Industry Oversight of Clinical Investigations:  A Risk-Based Approach to 992

Monitoring” 993

(http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidanc994

es/UCM269919.pdf  ) in which FDA recommends for all clinical investigations, adaptive or 995

not, that sponsors consider adopting a risk-based monitoring approach that focuses on critical 996

study parameters and relies on a combination of monitoring techniques (such as on-site 997

monitoring and centralized monitoring) to oversee the study.  For adaptive studies, sponsors 998

should have a pre-determined monitoring plan in place to ensure adequate monitoring if the 999

pre-planned changes do occur.  When an adaptation is planned, sponsors should consider 1000

adopting procedures such as pre-planned site visits scheduled to verify adequate 1001

documentation and execution of blinding procedures in order to ensure blinding was 1002

appropriately maintained.  Additionally the monitoring plan should include procedures that 1003

confirm that data firewalls have not been breached and that statistical changes were made 1004

according to the study Statistical Analysis Plan.  1005

C. Best Practices to Protect Study Blinding (Masking) 1006
1007

Sponsors should provide to FDA sufficient evidence of a “firewall” and documented 1008

policies and information in advance that will assure personnel are appropriately 1009

blinded/masked during the conduct of the adaptive study.  Changes in study design that occur 1010

after an unblinded interim analysis of study data are not considered adaptive and in many 1011

cases, may undermine the scientific validity of the study.  Additional principles and details 1012

are available in “Guidance for Industry, Clinical Investigators, Institutional Review Boards 1013

and Food and Drug Administration Staff on Design Considerations for Pivotal Clinical 1014

Investigations for Medical Devices.” 1015

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/UCM269919.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/UCM269919.pdf
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( http://www.fda.gov/RegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm373750.htm ), including, in 1016

particular, Section 9., “Sustaining the Quality of Clinical Studies” and the subsections on 1017

Handling Clinical Data, Study Conduct, and Study Analysis, and Anticipating Changes to the 1018

Pivotal Study.   1019

D. Content of an Adaptive Design Submission to FDA 1020
Submissions to FDA for an adaptive study design should clearly identify that the 1021

clinical study employs an adaptive design and should provide details of the proposed 1022

adaptations.  Information provided should address what, when, how, and why the adaptation 1023

will be performed.  The adaptation should be prospectively described at least generally in the 1024

protocol and in detail in the Statistical Analysis Plan, which should include the operating 1025

characteristics of the design.   1026

Submissions should also address key issues related to study monitoring (see Section 1027

10.B.) and role of the DMC (see Section 9.A.).  Decision points should be delineated and 1028

documented for inclusion in the final study report to be submitted as evidence of safety and 1029

effectiveness to FDA. 1030

If a firewall is part of the design, a mechanism and an implementation plan for the 1031

firewall should be provided.  If a firewall is intended to provide only limited information to 1032

the investigators, a general clinical protocol and a separate detailed Statistical Analysis Plan 1033

(SAP) could be used, with the SAP not widely distributed.  Computer systems can be 1034

employed to monitor, document and limit access and can provide audit trails and firewalls. 1035

At the conclusion of an adaptive study, the documentation that should be sent to the 1036

FDA should include a description of the how the adaptation was implemented, the data sets 1037

for the study, the baseline population characteristics for pre and post-adaptation subgroups, 1038

the pre-specified statistical analysis, and any deviations that may have occurred from the 1039

protocol’s adaptive plan and how they have been addressed in additional analyses.  1040

11. Conclusion 1041

1042

http://www.fda.gov/RegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm373750.htm
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Adaptive clinical study designs for investigational medical devices can improve 1043

efficiency and increase the likelihood of study success when conducted in a pre-specified, 1044

thoughtful, scientifically valid manner.  The anticipation of possible study changes in 1045

advance can reap great dividends for well-planned adaptive studies.  Procedures to assure 1046

the proper conduct of adaptively designed studies must be put into place so the study will 1047

provide valid scientific evidence that can be relied upon by FDA to assess the benefits and 1048

risks of the investigational medical device.  Sponsors are strongly encouraged to discuss the 1049

planning of adaptive clinical study designs with the appropriate FDA review division in 1050

advance, and the Agency has established mechanisms to conduct such interactions in a 1051

timely and efficient manner.  1052
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